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Abstract 
Every closed nonorientable 3-manifold A4 can be obtained as the union of three 
orientable handlebodies V,, V,, V, whose interiors are pairwise disjoint. If gi denotes the 
genus of K, g, <g, <g,, we say that A4 has tri-genus (gi, g,, g3), if in terms of 
lexicographical ordering, the triple (gi, g,, g3) is minimal among all such decompositions of 
A4 into orientable handlebodies. We relate the tri-genus of M to the genus of a surface that 
represents the dual of the first Stiefel-Whitney class of M. This is used to determine g, 
and g2. 
Keywords: Nonorientable 3-manifold; Orientable handlebody; First Stiefel-Whitney class; 
Stiefel-Whitney surface 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57NlO 
Every closed nonorientable 3-manifold A4 can be covered with three charts; in 
fact A4 can be expressed as the union of three orientable handlebodies V,, V,, V, 
whose interiors are pairwise disjoint [3]. Here the word “chart” means a space 
homeomorphic to an open (but not necessarily contractible) subset of R3. Let gi 
denote the genus of 5 and assume g, <g, <g,. Then we say that M has a 
splitting of type (gi, g,, g3). Ordering types lexicographically we can consider 
splittings of minimal type (gi, g,, g3) and we call this ordered triple the tri-genus 
of M. In this paper we investigate the tri-genus of 3-manifolds. 
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We start with specific examples in Section 1 and observe that in all cases g, = 0 
or 1. The question arises whether every M has tri-genus for which g, = 0 or 1. In 
Section 2 we study Stiefel-Whitney surfaces of M, i.e., embedded surfaces whose 
7, homology class is the Poincark dual of the first Stiefel-Whitney class w,(M). 
We show that for any M, g, = 0 if the Bockstein of w,(M), /3w,(M) = 0, and 
g, = 1 if @w,(M) # 0. Th e proof also exhibits a relation between the genus g(F) of 
a Stiefel-Whitney surface F and g,. In particular it is shown that if M has 
tri-genus (0, g,, gJ then there is a 2-sided Stiefel-Whitney surface F with 
2g(F) = g,. 
It is natural to define the Stiefel-Whitney genus SWg(M) as the minimal genus 
of any Stiefel-Whitney surface of M. (If M is orientable then SWg(M) is defined 
to be 0.) In Section 3 we show that the Stiefel-Whitney genus is additive with 
respect to connected sums. This shows in particuIar that among all tri-genera 
(0, g,, g3) or (1, g,, gJ the set {gJ is not bounded. 
In Section 4 we obtain g, and g, for the tri-genus of Seifert fiber spaces. We 
also show that among all tri-genera (0, g,, g3) for irreducible manifolds the set 
{g2] is not bounded. 
Some of the results have been announced in [4]. 
1. Definitions and examples 
Throughout this paper g = (gl, g,, gJ denotes a vector with nonnegative 
integer components such that g, < g, G g,. A closed 3-manifold M has a a 
splitting of type g if M = V, U V, U V, such that y ~7 I/; = aK f’ 35. is a surface for 
i #j and vl: is an orientable handlebody of genus gi for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Example 1.1. If M has a splitting of type g and N has a splitting of type h, then 
M#N has type g + h. 
To see this, let M = Vi U V,l U Vi, N = V: U V;l U V;l and write M#N as 
?%?!? U N_ where B’, B” are balls in M, N respectively as in Fig. 1, and so 
Fig. 1. B’. 
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Table 1 
(0, 0, 0) 5 
(0, 0, 1) B#R 
(0, 1, I> B#L,#L, 
(1, 1,l) B#L,#L,#[l, 
Eb#S(3) 
that the disk Vi;:’ f’ X3: is identified with the disk y” n tIEI; for i = 1, 2, 3. Then 
M#N = V, U V2 U V,, where K is homeomorphic to the disk sum of v and l(“. 
Example 1.2. A closed orientable 3-manifold with a Heegaard splitting of genus g 
has a splitting of type (0, 0, g). 
Example 1.3. Let S2 5 S’ denote the orientable or nonorientable S2-bundle over 
S’ and let E? denote either S3 or a connected sum of any number of S2 g S”s. Let 
iL denote any lens space and let !5$3) denote any Seifert fiber space with at most 
three exceptional fibers. 
In [2] it is shown that Table 1 is a complete list of closed 3-manifolds that admit 
a splitting type (gi, g,, g3) with 0 <g, < 1. 
Example 1.4. M has a splitting of type (0, 0, n> if and only if M = B#M,, where 
M, is any orientable closed 3-manifold with a Heegaard splitting of genus n. 
To see this we first show 
Lemma 1.5. If N = B, U B, is a union of two 3-balls with B, n B, = ?JB, n aB,, then 
N=B#lJ,#.. . #U,#H,, where q. is a handlebody (orientable or not) for 0 < i < k, 
and H, is an l-times punctured ball for some k, 12 0. 
Proof. To prove this, note 
(a) If B, n B, is connected then B, u B, is either S3 or a punctured ball. 
(b) If H is a punctured ball, B is a ball, and H n B is connected, then H u B is 
a punctured ball. 
Cc> If H is a punctured ball then H U (l-handle attached to aH) is a punctured 
S2 2 S’ (if attaching disks are in different components of aH) or a punctured solid 
torus or Klein bottle (if attaching disks are in the same component of aH). 
Let K1,..., K, be the components of B, CT B,. We cap off the boundary curves 
of Kj by mutually disjoint proper disks Dij in B,. The disks Dij decompose B, 
into balls and we let Bli (i = 1,. . . , s> be the component of B, \ U,,j Djj with 
Bli n B, = Ki (see Fig. 2). 
Now by (a> and (b), B, U B,, u . * . U B,, is a punctured ball H and B, U B, is 
obtained from H by attaching balls to H each along one disk or two disks to aH. 
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K2 
Fig. 2. 
Hence by (c), B, u B, is a connected sum of punctured S2 k S”s and punctured 
handlebodies. 0 
Now if A4 has a splitting of type (0, 0, n) then A4 = N U WI, where N is as in 
Lemma 1.5 and WI is an orientable handlebody of genus n. Since 8N = aW,, it 
follows that N = E3#W2 for some orientable handlebody W, and hence A4 = 
[EB#(W, u W,). Conversely it is clear, by Examples 1.1 and 1.2, that any M = B#M, 
has a splitting of type (0, 0, n>. 
Example 1.6. M has a splitting of type (0, 1, n> if and only if M = B#M,#[I. 
This follows as in Example 1.3 by replacing Lemma 1.5 by 
Lemma 1.7. Zf N = B U T is a union of a ball and a solid torus with B n T = 3B rl aT, 
then N = EI#U,# . ’ ’ #U,#H,#L 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is the same as before with the following changes: 
First we note that 
(d) If N is a 3-manifold and N 17 B3 is connected and lies in a 2-sphere 
component of aN then N u B3 is a punctured N. 
Decomposing B as we did with B, in Lemma 1.5 we obtain TUB,, U . * . U B,, 
a punctured lens space [L* and N is obtained from I_* by attaching disjoint 
l-handles to aL*. 0 
Observe that from Examples 1.4 and 1.6 it follows that if M has a splitting of 
type (0, 1, n) then it also has a splitting of type (0, 0, it + 1). 
Example 1.8. Let K, be the nonorientable closed surface of genus n. Then 
K, x S’ has a splitting of type (0, 2, n) if n is even. 
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Fig. 3. 
We illustrate this decomposition for n = 4. 
Represent K, as a union of a disk with four bands D4 and a disk D, and 
decompose D4 into the two disks D,, D, as in Fig. 3(a). Consider the (1, 1, l)-de- 
composition D, X S’ U D, X S’ U D, X S’ of K, X S’; decompose D, into the two 
disks 0; and 0’; of Fig. 3(b) and, writing S’ = [O, l]/- , let V, = D, X [i, 11, 
V, = (D2 X S’) U (D’, X [O, ;I), and V, = (D3 X S’) U (D; X [O, +I). Then K, X S’ 
= VI U V, U V, is a splitting of type (0, 2, 4). 
Example 1.9. A Seifert fiber space s(3) with orientable orbit surface of genus g 
has a splitting of type (0, 2, 2g). 
This decomposition is similar to the one in Example 1.8. 
Definition. M has tri-genus g = (gl, g,, gJ if M has a splitting of type g and g is 
minimal with respect to lexicographical ordering of triples (gr, g2, g3). 
Example 1.10. We first consider which splittings of Example 1.3 are minimal. 
Clearly, (0, 0, 0) is the tri-genus for B and (0, 0, 1) is the tri-genus for lEl#L, if [L is 
nontrivial (i.e., [I has finite nontrivial fundamental group). The splittings of type 
(0, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1) for B#R,#L, and B#[I,#[12#L3 respectively are not minimal, 
but (by Examples 1.1 and 1.4) the tri-genera are (0, 0, 2) = (0, 0, 0) + (0, 0, 1) + (0, 
0, 1) and (0, 0, 3)= (0, 0, 0) +(O, 0, l)+ (0, 0, l)+ (0, 0, 1) respectively. More 
generally, if M,, is a closed orientable 3-manifold with Heegaard genus n, then 
Example 1.4 shows that B#M, has tri-genus (0, 0, n). 
The remaining manifolds B#S(3) of Example 1.3 split into three cases: if s(3) is 
orientable, its tri-genus is (0, 0, n) (where IZ is the Heegaard genus of s(3)); if s(3) 
is nonorientable, then some B#5(3) have tri-genus (0, 2, g3) and some have 
tri-genus (1, 1, l), see Section 4 below. 
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In particular, if s(3) is nonorientable with an orientable orbit surface of genus g 
then it has a splitting of type (0, 2, 2g). By Examples 1.4 and 1.6 it does not have a 
splitting of type (0, 0, n) or (0, 1, n) and from the corollary below, its tri-genus is 
(0, 2, gs) for some g, G 2g. By the same argument, for even iz, K, X S1 has 
tri-genus (0, 2, m) for some m G n. If IE is odd then K, X S’ has tri-genus (1, 1, 1) 
by Theorem 2.3 below. 
Note that in all examples g, = 0 or 1. The question arises whether every closed 
3-manifold has tri-genus g with g, G 1. Of course (by Example 1.2) the question is 
interesting only for nonorientable 3-manifolds. 
2. Stiefel-Whitney surfaces 
In this section we assume that A4 is a nonorientable closed 3-manifold. 
The torsion subgroup T2 of H,(M; Z) is H, (see e.g. [ll]) and a generator can 
be represented by a closed orientable surface [5]. By discarding homologically 
trivial components of F and tubing together the remaining components we do not 
change its homology class and so we may assume that F is connected. Denote by 
M\F the 3-manifold A4 split along F. Then a closed orientable surface F 
represents the nontrivial element of T2 iff M\F is a connected orientable 
3-manifold. We call such a surface F a Stiefel-Whitney surface of M, since its 
homology class [F] E H,(M; Z,) is the PoincarC dual of the first Stiefel-Whitney 
class w,(M) EH’(M; Z,). We sum up the defining properties in the following 
proposition. Here [F] * [a] denotes the intersection number of F and the loop (Y. 
Proposition 2.1. Let F be a closed connected orientable surface in M. Then F is a 
Stiefel-Whitney surface of M iff any one of the following equivalent conditions holds: 
(a) M\F is connected and orientable. 
(b) For every loop o, [F] * [a] is even for (Y orientation preserving, odd for (Y 
orientation reversing. 
(c) For every basis yl,. . . , yt, II,. . . , ls of H,(M; Z), where yi is represented by an 
orientation preserving loop and lj by an orientation reversing loop (i = 1,. . . , t, j = 
1 , . . . , s), [F] . yi is even and [F] . lj is odd. 
Proof. To see why (b) holds, note that [F] * [al = [/?I n [al mod 2, where [PI E 
H’(M; Z,) is the PoincarC dual of [Fl. The property in (b) identifies IPI as the 
Stiefel-Whitney class w,(M), hence F as a Stiefel-Whitney surface. Since the cap 
product is (bi-)linear it follows that (b) and (c> are equivalent. 0 
Remark. Let PD : H’(M; Z,) + H,(M; Z,) be PoincarC duality. If F is an 
orientable surface, not necessarily connected, such that [Fl = PDw,(M), then 
M\F is orientable (but not necessarily connected). 
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Consider now the diagram 
+ H’(M; Z) % H’(M; Z,) 5 P(M; Z) 
ZJ J =PD 
Hom(H,(M); z) HAM; G) 
where p is the Bockstein homomorphism induced by the exact coefficient se- 
quence 0 --f Z - B + Z, -+ 0. Here 6, is reduction mod 2. If /3w,(M) = 0 then 
w,(M) = 6,[u] where [u] can be represented by u : A4 + S’ such that the inverse 
image of a point of S’ is a 2-sided surface F. Then (PD>-l[F] = w,(M) and we 
can make F connected by tubing. Conversely, if M contains a 2-sided Stiefel- 
Whitney surface F define U: M + S’ = [0, l]/ - by U(X, t) = t for (x, t) E F X 
[0, l] CM and u(y) = 0 for y 4 F x [O, 11. Hence we obtain the following proposi- 
tion which was essentially obtained in [l] (compare also Theorem 2 of [31): 
Proposition 2.2. M contains a 2-sided Stiefel-Whitney surface iff @w,(M) = 0. 
If /?w,(M) = 0 then M may also contain l-sided Stiefel-Whitney surfaces. For 
example the nonorientable S2-bundle M = S* 2 S’ has a nonseparating S2 as a 
2-sided Stiefel-Whitney surface. But M is an S’-bundle over P2 and has also a 
l-sided torus (that maps to the l-sided loop in P*> as Stiefel-Whitney surface. 
The following theorem shows that every closed 3-manifold M has a splitting of 
type g with g, = 0 or 1. 
Theorem 2.3. Let F be a Stiefel-Whitney surface of genus g. 
(a) If F is 2-sided then M has a splitting of type (0, 2g, g3), 
(b) if F is l-sided then M h as a splitting of type (1, 2g - 1, gJ for some g,. 
Proof. (a) Identify a regular neighborhood of F with F X [ - 1, 11 and let F_ I = F 
x t-l}, F, = F x {l}. Since M\F is orientable we obtain a decomposition of M 
as M=WuV,where 
W=FX[-l,O]U(l-handleson F_,), 
V = F X [0, l] u (l-handles on F,) 
with orientable l-handles. Let (Y~ be an arc on F, from a basepoint u to a 
meridian disk Di of the ith handle (i = 1,. . . , t) and let U be a regular neighbor- 
hood of u on F, (see Fig. 4) such that the (Y~ meet only in U, and such that U is 
disjoint from the l-handles on F,. 
Let V,=N(D,)u ... UN(D,)UN(a,)U ... UN(a,)U(UX[-1, 11) where 
N( * ) denotes a regular neighborhood in F X [O, 11, 
v2 = v- vi, 
v, = w- v,. 
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Fig. 4. 
Here we assume that U x I - l} is disjoint from the l-handles on F_ 1. Note that 
VI = B3, V, = (punctured F) x [O, 11, and V, = (punctured F) X [ - 1, 01 U l- 
handles. Thus M = VI U V2 U V3 is a splitting of type (0, 2g, g3), for some g, > 2g. 
(b) A regular neighborhood N of F is a (nonorientable) twisted I-bundle over F 
and W = M - Int(N) is orientable. Hence W has a handle decomposition W = V, 
UA, u ... uA, where V3 is an orientable handlebody and Ai is a 2-handle 
attached to t3V3 (i = 1,. . . , t). Considering the 2-handles Ai as l-handles attached 
to aN we obtain a decomposition 
M= (NUA, u * *. UA,) u V3. 
Since there is a unique nonorientable twisted Z-bundle over an orientable surface 
F we can represent N as a quotient of (F\a) x [ - 1, 11 by identifying the two 
copies of a = (Y x (0) in (aF\a) x 10) c(aF\a> x [- 1, 11 by reflection along (Y, 
where (Y is a nonseparating curve in F (see Fig. 5). 
We can assume that the attaching disks of the l-handles Ai miss a regular 
neighborhood N, (a) in N. On a( N U A, U . . . uA,) choose pairwise disjoint arcs 
(yi joining meridian disks Di of Ai to a basepoint u (i = 1,. . . , t) and an arc (~a 
joining aN,(cr) to u. Let 
VI =N,(a) uN(a,) uN(a,) u ... UN(~) uN(D,) U ... uN(D,) 
Fig. 5. 
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where N( .) is a regular neighborhood in N U A, U . . U A,, 
V*=NUA,U ... UA,-VI 
and observe that A4 = Vi U V, U V3, where Vi is homeomorphic to a solid torus 
and V2 = (F\a) x [ - 1, 11 is an orientable handlebody of genus 2g - 1. Also 
observe that the genus g, of V, is the genus of the boundary of N uA, U . . . UA, 
which is (genus of W) + t. Since &V is a 2-sheeted cover of F, this genus is 
2g - 1 + t a genus(l/,). 0 
A converse of Theorem 2.3(a) is also true: 
Theorem 2.4. If M has a splitting of type (0, g,, g3) then M contains a 2-sided 
SW-surface of genus g with 2g < g,. 
Proof. Let M = B3 U V, U V, where v is an orientable handlebody of genus gj 
(i = 2, 3). Since M is nonorientable, G = V2 n I’, is a disconnected orientable 
surface of genus g(G) <gi. (Here g(G) means the sum of the genera of the 
components of G.) Now V, f’ B3 consists of planar surfaces K,, . . . , K, and we cap 
off the boundary curves of Ki by mutually disjoint proper disks Dij in B3 (see Fig. 
2). The disks Dii split B3 into 3-balls B,, . . . , B, where Bi n V, = Ki for i = 1,. . . , s 
and B3 - Us_, Bj= U~Cn_s+l Bi. Let 
W=V,u UBi, 
i=l 
V=V,u 0 Bi. 
i=s+l 
Note that I/ and W are orientable, aW = e (the surface G with aG capped off with 
the disks D,), g(G) = g(G) <g,, and M = VU W, where the union is along 6. 
Let F1,..., F, be the components of 8, where t a 2 since M is nonorientable. If 
t 2 3 we change I’, W to orientable manifolds V*, W* such that M = V” u W*, 
where the union is along a surface F” with two components and g(F*) = g(6), as 
follows. 
Let Mjj = I/U W, where the union is along F, U Fi, i, j = 1, 2, 3, i #j. At least 
one of the Mij is orientable. For let q6i : F, + F, be the gluing homeomorphism 
from the copy of & in V to the copy of F, in W and orient I/ and W so that 
I/U E,W is oriented. Then if both M,, and M,, are nonorientable it follows that 
both & and 43 are orientation reversing and hence that Mz3 is orientable. 
So assume that Mz3 is orientable. Let y be an arc in W from a point in F2 to a 
point in F3 and N(y) a (relative) regular neighborhood of y in W. Then 
I/’ = VU N(y) and W’ = W - N(y) are orientable manifolds such that Mz3 = V’ U 
W’ where the union is along the surface Fz3 = F2#F3. Hence M = V’ U W’ where 
the union is along the surface F’ = (6 - (F2 U F,)) U Fz3 of t - 1 components with 
g(F’) = g(&. 
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Continuing this process we obtain A4 = V* U IV* where the union is along an 
orientable (closed) surface F* with two components F,*, Fz and g(F*) =g(FF) 
+ g(Fc) = g(6) G g,. It follows that g(FT) G g,/2, say. Since A4 - FT= W U I/ 
(with the union along F,*) is orientable it follows that F: is a Stiefel-Whitney 
surface of M. 0 
Corollary. (a) @w,(M) = 0 iffA4 has tri-genus (0, g,, gJ. Here g, = 2g, where g is 
the minimal genus of a SW-surface for M. 
(b) Pw,(M) # 0 iff M has tri-genus (1, g,, g3) for some g, and g,. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3(a) we have that /3w,(M) = 0 iff A4 has 
a splitting of type (0, g,, gJ. This type is by Theorem 2.4 minimal iff g, = 2g 
where g is the minimal genus of a SW-surface for M. Also by Proposition 2.2 and 
Theorem 2.3(b) we have Pw,(M) z 0 iff A4 has tri-genus (1, g2, gs). 0 
Remark. In case (a) consider the decomposition of M of type (0, 2g, gJ con- 
structed from a 2-sided SW-surface F of genus g. Recall that in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3(a) we have A4 = W U V and that g, is the genus of V, = W - VI = 
(F - U x [ - 1, 01) u (l-handles on F_,). Choose disks U, on F,, U_, on F_, such 
that LJ,, U_, are disjoint from the l-handles and such that U, X [O, 11 is disjoint 
from U_, X[-l,O]. Let 
I/* = V- u, x [O, l] u u, x [ - 1, O] 
= (F - U, X [0, 11) U (l-handles on F,) u H,, 
w*=w-U,X[-1,ojuu,x[o,1] 
=(F-U,X[-l,O])u(l-handleson F_,)UH,, 
where H, is the l-handle U, x [ - 1, 0] and H, is the l-handle U, X [O, 11. Note 
that I/* and W* are (nonorientable) handlebodies, A4 = V* U W*, and genus 
W” = g, + 1. So in the decomposition of type (0, 2g, gJ constructed from a 
Stiefel-Whitney surface of minimal genus g we have g, = genus W* - 1 z 
Heegaard genus M - 1. However, this does not imply that this is true for the 
tri-genus (0, 2g, gJ of M; for example the Heegaard genus of El consisting of n 
factors of S’ ? S2 is n, but the tri-genus of B is (0, 0, 01. 
3. Stiefel-Whitney surfaces of connected sums 
For a closed 3-manifold M we define the Stiefel-Whitney genus SWg(M) as 0 
if M is orientable and as the minimal genus of all Stiefel-Whitney surfaces of M if 
M is nonorientable. 
Theorem 3.1. SWg(M,#M,) = SWg(M,) + SWg(M,). 
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Proof. This is clear if M, and M, are orientable. 
Suppose that M, is nonorientable and M2 is orientable, thus SWg(MJ = 0. 
Then a SW-surface for M, is one for M,#M,, hence SWg(M1#M2) G SWg(M,). 
Let M,#M, = M; U sM; where S is a 2-sphere and i@ = M, and let F be any 
SW-surface of M,#M,, isotoped into general position with respect to S. Starting 
with innermost curves of F n S on S, we cap off the boundary curves of F n M; by 
mutually disjoint disks in M; and push the resulting closed surface F, slightly into 
Int(M;). Observe that a loop (Y in M, is orientation preserving iff [a] . [F] is even, 
by property (b) of Proposition 2.1. We can assume LY does not meet the capping 
disks of F, and so [(Y] . [F] = [a] . [F,]. Tubing together components of F, we can 
deform CY to miss the tubes and thus assume that F, is connected. Then Proposi- 
tion 2.1(b) shows that F, is a SW-surface for M,. Note that g(Fl) <g(F) and 
therefore SWg(M,) G SWg(M1#M2). 
Now suppose both M, and M, are nonorientable. Choose a basis for H,(M,#M,; 
Z) as the union of bases for H,(M,; Z) and H,(M,; 77). Let l$ be a SW-surface of 
Mi (i = 1,2). Then for each generator y E H,(M,) we have [ Fj] . [ y ] = [F, U F2] * [ y I. 
Let F be obtained by tubing together F, and F2. Then y can be pushed off the 
tube and hence [F] . [y] = [ Fi] . [y]. Since Fi is a SW-surface it follows from 
Proposition 2.1(c) that F is a SW-surface for M,#M2. Since g(F) =g(F,) +g(F,) 
it follows that SWg(M,#M,) GSW~(M,)+SW~(M,). Now let F be any SW- 
surface of M,#M, = M; uM;. Capping off the boundary curves of F nMl! by 
disks we obtain closed surfaces Fi in M, such that [ &] . [y] = [F] . [y] for each 
generator y E H,(M,). This also holds for the surface c* obtained by tubing 
together the components of Fi. Hence Proposition 2.1(c) shows that Fi* is a 
SW-surface for Mj. Since g(&*) =g(&> and g(F,) +g(F,) <g(F) we obtain 
SWg(M,) + SWgCM,) < SWg(M,#M,). 0 
Remark. Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 imply that if Ml has tri-genus (0, g,, g3) and M2 
has tri-genus (0, g;, g;) then M,#M, has tri-genus (0, g, + g;, g; ). Hence among 
all tri-genera for 3-manifolds, the set {gJ is not bounded above. 
4. Tri-genera for Seifert fiber spaces 
In this section M is a closed nonorientable Seifert fiber space and p is the 
projection to the orbit surface G. There are four classes of these Seifert fiber 
spaces, depending on the valuation K of the orbit surface [lo]. A simple closed 
curve (Y has value ~(a) = + 1 or - 1, depending on whether translation of a fiber 
H in M along (Y preserves or reverses the orientation of H. The classes are (with 
the notation as in [lo]): 
No. G is an orientable surface of genus g 2 1 and all simple closed curves of a 
canonical basis on G have value + 1 except one, say (Y, for which ~(a) = - 1. 
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Then if /3 is a simple closed curve transverse to (Y intersecting LY in one point, 
p-‘(p) is a 2-sided t orus T and M\T is orientable. Hence by Proposition 2.2, 
Theorem 2.3(a), and Example 1.6, M has tri-genus (0, 2, g3). 
NnZ. G is a nonorientable surface and all simple closed curves have value + 1. 
If g(G) = 2k we represent G as a connected sum of an orientable surface and a 
Klein bottle K. Let (Y be a SW-curve of K (i.e., K\a is an annulus). Then p-‘(a) 
is a 2-sided torus T and M\T is orientable. Hence, as in the above case, M has 
tri-genus (0, 2, gJ. 
If g(G) = 2k + 1 we represent G as a connected sum of an orientable surface 
and a projective plane. For a generator (Y of the projective plane, p-‘(a) is a 
l-sided torus 7 and M\T is orientable, hence by Theorem 2.3(b), M has a 
splitting of type (1, 1, g3). This type is minimal if M contains no 2-sided SW-surface 
F, i.e., if @J,(M) # 0. 
Now assume that Pm,(M) = 0 and let F be a 2-sided SW-surface in M. Do 
surgery on F to obtain an incompressible orientable surface F’ = F, u * * * LI F, 
(S a 1) with [F] = [F’] E H,(M, Z). (Since M is irreducible we may discard the 
2-sphere components of F’.) After an isotopy we can assume that F’ is vertical or 
horizontal [12,5]. If F’ is vertical then p(F’) =f is a system of 2-sided curves on G. 
By Theorem 2 of [3], Pw,(G) # 0 and by a 2-dimension version of Proposition 2.2 it 
follows that G\f is nonorientable. Since every curve of G\f has value + 1, 
p-‘(G\f) =M\F ’ is nonorientable, hence F’ is not the Poincare dual of w,(M) 
(see Remark after Proposition 2.1). Therefore each Fi is horizontal and M is an 
F,-bundle over S’ or M is a union along F, of two twisted Z-bundles M,, M2 over a 
closed surface. In the latter case, at least one of them, say Ml, is nonorientable. 
Every Fj in Ml is parallel to Fi [6, Lemma 11, hence M\F’ is nonorientable. 
Therefore this case cannot occur and so M is a fiber bundle over S1 with fiber an 
orientable (SW-)surface F and M has tri-genus (0, 2g, gs), where g is the 
minimal genus of such an F. 
Remark. M always fibers over S’ with fiber (possibly a nonorientable) surface 
B,91. 
NnZZ. G is a nonorientable surface represented as a connected sum of k > 2 
projective planes with generators a,, . . . , ak and K(Ul) = 1, K(Ui) = - 1 for i = 
2 k. >*.., 
Now ~-~(a,) is a l-sided torus T and M\ T is orientable, hence M has a 
splitting of type (1, 1, gJ. This type is minimal since @w,(M) f 0. To see this it 
suffices by Theorem 2 of [3] to find an orientation reversing element y E H,(M) of 
finite order. H,(M) has generators A,, . . . , A,, Q,,, Q,, . . . , Qk, H and (besides 
being commutative) the relations 2H = 0, Q, + Q1 + . . . + Qk = %A, + . . . +Ak), 
Q, + bH = 0 = aiQi + piH (i = 1,. . . , k) (see [lo]). Then clearly y =A, + . . . +A, 
has finite order and since A, is orientation reversing, but A,, . . . , A, are orienta- 
tion preserving, y is orientation reversing. 
Table 2 
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Class of M SW-class Tri-genus 
No 
NnI 
NnII 
NnIII 
Pw,(M) = 0 (0, 2, gj) 
@,(M) = 0 (0,2, 8,) for g(G) even 
(0,2g, g3) for g(G) odd and M fibers over S’ with fiber an orientable 
surface of minimal genus g 
@v,(M) # 0 (1, 1, g,) for g(G) odd and M does not fiber over S’ with fiber an 
orientable surface 
/3w,04) =# 0 (1, 1, gJ 
@J,(M) = 0 (0,2, g,) 
NnIII. G is a nonorientable surface represented as a connected sum of k 2 3 
projective planes with generators a,, . . . , ak and ~(a,) = K(u~) = 1, K(u~) = - 1 for 
i=3 Ye..> k. 
Let y be a simple closed curve homotopic to qu2 on G. Then p-‘(y) is a 
2-sided torus T and h4\ T is orientable, hence M has tri-genus (0, 2, g3). 
The results are summarized in Table 2. 
Remark. If the class of A4 is NnZ and A4 over S’ then the minimal genus g of the 
orientable surface fiber is computed in terms of the Seifert invariants of M in [71. 
Theorem 4.1. Among all the tri-genera (0, g,, g3) for irreducible 3-manifolds, 
set (gJ is not bounded. 
the 
Proof. Let G be a nonorientable closed surface with g(G) = 2k + 1 and let F be 
the 2-fold orientable cover of G with covering translation 4. Let M = F X I/I$, the 
fiber bundle over S’ with fiber F and gluing map 4. Then M has the structure of 
a Seifert fiber space with orbit surface G and no exceptional fibers. In fact, A4 is of 
class NnI. Now suppose M has tri-genus (0, g,, gJ and let S be a 2-sided 
SW-surface of genus g(S) = g,/2 (Theorem 2.4). Making S incompressible (and 
discarding 2-sphere components) we obtain an incompressible surface S’ = S, 
U . . . U S, (t a 1) with g(S,) <g(S). By the argument of case Nnl above, each S, 
deforms to a horizontal surface, hence Si + G is a finite covering. It follows that 
2g(S,) > (2k + l), hence g, > (2k + 1). 0 
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